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Smith: Editor's Note

Editor’s Note
Virginia Smith

W

hen I became editor in late 2019, I expected to face a steep learning
curve, but knew I could lean on the wisdom and experience of
former editor Jonathan Barron, the journal advisory board, and the
staff at Clemson University Press, our new publishing partner. What I didn’t
expect was that a pandemic would sweep the globe, profoundly changing all
aspects of life. Seemingly overnight, once simple tasks became complex or even
impossible. The time that scholars reserve for reading, reflection, writing, and
revision evaporated as we all struggled to learn new ways to teach, work, stay
healthy, and meet the needs of our families. The importance of contributing
to, or producing, a scholarly journal paled in comparison to more existential
needs. Therefore, the fact that you are holding this journal in your hands today
is a tribute to many people who carved out time over the difficult past year to
submit and revise manuscripts, write book reviews, serve as peer reviewers,
and answer my many questions. I humbly thank all of you—named and
unnamed—who played a role in bringing this issue to print.
You may be wondering how the partnership with Clemson University
Press will alter the Review. From the reader’s point of view, very little will
change: we still use a double-blind peer review process for scholarly articles
and will remain dedicated to developing new avenues of Frost scholarship
and nurturing new voices under the guidance of an expert advisory board.
However, one feature the reader will notice immediately is the cover art by
Bri Hermanson. This wonderful portrait, which evokes the promise and
prowess of a young Robert Frost, was commissioned by Clemson University
Press to serve as our permanent cover design. I am also delighted to have
Steven Knepper at my side as associate editor, with a primary focus on book
reviews. We plan to expand the range of content offered to include such
things as reviews of Frost-based theatrical, musical, and artistic endeavors;
increased emphasis on teaching Frost, at both secondary and undergraduate
levels; exploration of Frost-related but little-known documents and objects;
and more. Our partnership with Clemson University Press has streamlined
the manuscript submission and editorial process and will make the Review
available for purchase through vendors such as Amazon. As part of Clemson’s
collection of Modernist journals that also includes International Yeats Studies
and The T. S. Eliot Studies Annual, the Review will get increased exposure at
national meetings and through its own professionally-maintained website.
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The transitional nature of 2020 is mirrored in the pages of this issue as
four authors make their Review debut and we bid farewell to four beloved
friends. In the Notes section, Jack Morgan asks the reader to consider a deep
cultural memory as one of the sources for “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening,” and I take a close look at Robert Frost’s first passport application.
Justine Pojanowski-Todd examines how Thoreau’s philosophy shaped Frost’s
views on labor as reflected in “The Death of the Hired Man.” Jim Cocola
provides a detailed and insightful comparison of the role of shallow water in
the poems of Frost and the twentieth-century American poet A. R. Ammons.
In the final essay, Lisa A. Seale provides an in-depth appreciation of the poet
John Ridland. Tim O’Brien reviews Ralph Pite’s treatment of Frost’s friendship
with Edward Thomas in the context of a volume on early materialist writings.
Janet McCann reviews a new book by Robert Gale intended to help teachers
and students understand Frost’s narrative poems. Finally, the issue ends with
heartfelt tributes to four Frost scholars, writers, poets, and friends who passed
away over the last year. Lesley Lee Francis remembers Jack Hagstrom and Gary
Keating, both of whom did much to preserve Frost’s legacy. Former editor Earl
J. Wilcox concludes with a warm remembrance of the prolific scholar George
Monteiro. These lovely remembrances describe the profound professional and
personal impact each man made on the Frost community and reveal the depth
of our collective loss.
Let me close by describing the events of a recent winter day, when a happy
convergence of the Modern Language Association convention, pandemic
necessity, and electronic wizardry brought twenty-one people from nine time
zones together to talk about Robert Frost. As we introduced ourselves around
the black-framed Zoom grid, some of us were meeting for the first time and
others were re-uniting after many years. There were academic scholars at all
stages of their careers, businesspeople, writers, collectors, poets, musicians, and
scientists. The participants’ interests in Frost were correspondingly broad and
stimulated stories and exchanges that may lead to new scholarly collaborations
and friendships. As the designated hour dwindled down, I was reminded once
again of the power of poetry—and Robert Frost’s in particular—to draw people
together and keep them close.
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